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5:20 am Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish, 
no subtitles.   

 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:00 am SBS PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest 

news and interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. 
(An SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG   

 
11:00 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:30 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm The World Of Jenks - Can't Make Me Be - While living with Chad, a 20-year-old with 

autism, Jenks experiences not only the challenges of this condition, but discovers a 
smart, hilarious, and heroic young man. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG   

 
1:25 pm The Grape Escape - Provence - In this new 10-part series, entertaining French 

sommelier Olivier Magny uncorks the mysteries of wine. Touring beautiful vineyards from 
Burgundy to Bordeaux, Olivier reveals the varieties and origins of some of the most 
popular wines and explains what makes a top tipple. There will also be tips on wine 
tasting along with visits to celebrity wine cellars. (From France, in English and French) 
(Food Series) (Rpt) G   
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1:55 pm Foodie Planet - Destination Morocco - Globetrotting French gourmet Julie Andrieu 
takes a culinary tour to discover the history, culture, food production and eating habits of 
some of the world's most scenic and interesting places. In this episode, Julie travels to 
Morocco, home of tagines, spit-roast lamb, savoury pancakes, grilled vegetables, 
chickpeas, and couscous. Without a doubt, Moroccan cuisine is one of the very best this 
world has to offer. (From France, in French and Arabic) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
3:00 pm Pink Floyd: The Story Of Wish You Were Here -  Wish You Were Here, released in 

September 1975, was the follow-up album to the globally successful The Dark Side of the 
Moon and is cited by many fans, as well as band members Richard Wright and David 
Gilmour, as their favourite Pink Floyd album. On release it went straight to Number One 
in both the UK and the US. This program tells the story of the making of this landmark 
release through interviews with Roger Waters, David Gilmour and Nick Mason and 
archive interviews with the late Richard Wright. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG   

 
4:10 pm The Jo Whiley Sessions - Manic Street Preachers - Celebrated DJ and BBC radio 

presenter Jo Whiley sits down with the hottest acts in the charts today for revealing 
interviews and intimate performances. Tonight, Manic Street Preachers perform a 
selection of tracks from throughout their career. (From the UK) (Entertainment Series) 
(Rpt) G   

 
4:35 pm Lily Cole's Art Matters - Supermodel and art history graduate Lily Cole will embark on a 

fascinating journey with renowned artists such as Tacita Dean and Christo, watching 
them at work in their studio, discussing their life and artistic processes, and getting closer 
than ever before to the people behind the art. Lily will accompany these artists to their 
places of inspiration as they discuss the genesis of their work and how their lives as 
artists really began. (Arts) (From the UK) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
5:30 pm Parks And Recreation - 94 Meetings - Leslie goes all out to save a gazebo at a 

mansion on the historical register from being destroyed, while April gets in trouble with 
Ron when she accidentally schedules 93 meetings for him on the same day. (From the 
US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:00 pm Parks And Recreation - Telethon - Leslie struggles to stay awake and fill the overnight 

hours at a local telethon when Tom and celebrity guest Detlef Schrempf are side-tracked 
at a nightclub, and the answer to her problems could be a surprise marriage proposal. 
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:25 pm India's Dancing Superstar - India’s Dance Superstar is the ultimate dance battle 

between the nation’s best dancers, as they perform to win the hearts of the country, with 
their superlative talent. The show’s philosophy is simple: dance is an expression of 
emotion and so everybody who has a passion for dance is welcome to perform on the 
show. Showcasing the best solo dancers and groups India’s Dance Superstar covers all 
styles from Bollywood to hip-hop, and contemporary to Latin. Judges include Ashley 
Lobo, who trained at Sydney Dance Company, Choreographer Geeta Kapur, and actor 
Riteish Deshmukh. (From India, in Hindi & English) (Entertainment) G CC **New 
Episode**   
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7:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 
popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) G **New Episode** 

 
8:30 pm Brooklyn Nine-Nine - The Bet - Jake and Amy’s ongoing bet about who can make more 

arrests comes to a close. Meanwhile, Charles receives the Medal of Valor for getting shot 
in the line of duty, but the pain medication he is taking causes him to reveal his true 
opinions about his colleagues. (From the US) (Comedy Series) PG(V) CC (Encore)   

 
9:00 pm Legally Brown - What if Carols by Candlelight were to be replaced by a Quran Recitation 

by Candlelight? Nazeem hits the streets with a National Stress Test to find out if 
Australians really are as laid back as they say. India’s counter terrorism unit has deployed 
its most available agent, Jack Banerjee to investigate terrorism on the streets of Australia. 
Nazeem plays ‘Word on the Street’ with the studio audience, where contestants have to 
guess some of the scathing comments left on Youtube about him. Imran Farook is in 
Hollywood and sits down to enlighten Saved By The Bell’s Dustin Diamond. 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Comedy Series) PG CC (Encore)     

 
9:30 pm South Park - Express from the US, the 18th season of the Emmy and Peabody Award-

winning series continues on SBS, following the misadventures of four foul-mouthed, 
trouble-making young boys in a small town nestled in the Colorado Rockies. Known for its 
unbelievably immediate and ruthless responses to world events, South Park’s new 
episodes bring up-to-the-minute news and pop culture icons to the town of South Park, 
for social commentary and good old-fashioned ridicule. The lives of Kyle, Stan, Cartman 
and Kenny are filled with wild adventures of the supernatural, the extraordinary and the 
insane. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (class tba) **New Episode**   

 
10:00 pm A-League Extra Time - This weekly A League highlights show includes a weekly wrap-

up which will include player interviews and match analysis. Hosted by Lucy Zelic and co-
hosted by David Zdrilic. (An SBS Production) **New Series Premiere** 

 
11:00 pm In Her Skin - Mystery, love, scandal, a psychic dog called Pacho, two murdered souls 

fighting for the control of one body, plus an attractive Spanish man called Deigo. New 
series In Her Skin is one of USA Spanish language network Telemundo’s most addictive, 
action packed telenovelas. (From USA, in Spanish) (Drama Series) M(S,A,V) **New 
Episode** 
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11:50 pm Threesome - Vacuum - It's Richie's first day back at work after paternity leave, and Mitch 
and Alice are worried they won't be able to cope without him. Richie is more worried 
about his idiotic new PA, Billy. After a 'day from hell', Richie returns exhausted to the flat, 
only to get into a domestic with Mitch. After the argument unexpectedly escalates into 
accidental violence, Richie discovers that only Billy can help undo the mess his home life 
has become. Stars Amy Huberman, Emun Elliott and Stephen Wright. (From the UK) 
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (S,L)   

 
12:20 am The School: Educating Essex - This episode features the age-old problem of bullying - 

something that every school faces. Rebel Sam and model student Gabby come from 
opposite ends of the academic spectrum, but both of them, in different ways, have been 
affected by bullying. When Gabby starts to receive threatening text messages, deputy 
head teacher Mr Drew plays detective as he tries to discover the culprit. And when Sam 
falls out with close friend Dean, Mr Drew is called upon when Dean's irate mum arrives at 
school demanding action. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M (L) CC   

 
1:15 am Movie: Faith -  The fates of three German-born Muslims in Berlin collide as they struggle 

to find their place between faith and modern life in contemporary western society, caught 
at a crossroads where alluring liberated lifestyles conflict with deeply-rooted traditions. 
Nominated for the Golden Bear at Berlin in 2010. Directed by Burhan Qurbani and stars 
Carlo Ljubek, Jeremias Acheampong and Maryam Zaree. (From Germany, in German 
and Turkish) (Drama) (2010) (Rpt) M (A,L) CC   

 
2:55 am CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China 

Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish, 

no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm Ninja Warrior - Witness as the toughest competitors from around the world attempt to 

prevail over the most diabolical Japanese obstacle course ever created and strive for true 
ninja greatness. (From Japan, in English and Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
4:25 pm Bang Goes The Theory - Investigating the science behind the headlines and making 

sense of the issues that matter. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G   
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5:00 pm A-League Extra Time - This weekly A League highlights show includes a weekly wrap-
up which will include player interviews and match analysis. Hosted by Lucy Zelic and co-
hosted by David Zdrilic. (An SBS Production) (Encore)       

 
6:00 pm 30 Rock - I Do Do - Liz believes she's found her perfect man while between weddings 

with Wesley, Jack has to make a decision after Nancy meets Avery, Kenneth gets fired 
while trying to avoid a promotion, and Jenna's boyfriend becomes a Cher impersonator. 
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG    

 
6:30 pm Mythbusters - Car Chase Chaos - Adam and Jamie are the ‘fast and the curious’ as 

they test a trio of Hollywood car chase clichés. They want to know if you can really switch 
drivers, share the driving duties, or dump a dead body in the middle of a high-speed 
getaway. Meanwhile, Kari, Grant and Tory are on critter control as they look at the best 
way of keeping bugs and bears off your property. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) 
(Rpt) PG CC   

 
7:30 pm The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm 30 Rock - Standards and Practices - Jack matches wits once again with his high school 

nemesis, Kaylie Hooper. Meanwhile, Kenneth clashes with Liz in his new job at 
Standards and Practices, and Jenna finds her six biological children in an effort to get 
more publicity. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
8:30 pm Derren Brown: Seance - Séance - Psychological illusionist Derren Brown hosts an 

entertainment special, bringing together twelve members of the public to re-create a 
séance. Using a range of traditional methods, from automatic writing to the spirit cabinet 
and the Ouija board, Derren guides them through the various stages of a séance, using 
his skills and showmanship to challenge some of the most prevalent myths of 
spiritualism. (From the UK) (Entertainment) (Rpt) M (L) CC   

 
9:30 pm Lost Girl - Scream a Little Dream - While helping some apartment dwellers that are in 

the throes of a dream-induced psychosis, Bo lands in the middle of a Dark Fae plot that 
infects her dreams, too. And as Lauren looks for something to keep Bo’s nightmares at 
bay, Kenzi gladly accepts some domestic help from a strange cereal-eating creature. 
(S.2, Ep.3) (From Canada) (Drama Series) M(H,S,V) **New Episode**   

 
10:20 pm South Park - Proper Condom Use - Cartman and friends provoke questions about the 

effectiveness of sex education as early as primary school. (From the US, in English) M 
(A) (Rpt) CC WS   

 
10:45 pm In Her Skin - Mystery, love, scandal, a psychic dog called Pacho, two murdered souls 

fighting for the control of one body, plus an attractive Spanish man called Deigo. New 
series In Her Skin is one of USA Spanish language network Telemundo’s most addictive, 
action packed telenovelas. (From USA, in Spanish) (Drama Series) M(S,A,V) **New 
Episode** 
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11:35 pm The Sarah Silverman Program - Songs In The Key Of Yuck - Sarah and Steve go to a 
jam band concert where Sarah convinces all of the fans that they don't actually like jam 
band music, they are just tripping. Laura copes with Jay's chronic "laughmares" in an 
unusual way. (From the US) (Comedy Series) M(S,D,A) **New Episode**    

 
12:00 am The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
12:30 am Frisky Dingo - Meet Antagone - As Killface searches for Xander Crews, radioactive ants 

begin to take over Grace Ryan's mind and she transforms into voluptuous, ant-controlling 
supervillain Antagone, who has a hatred for Xander Crews. Antagone fights Killface 
during a bank robbery, blinding him with formic acid. Meanwhile, Crews is kidnapped by 
the Xtacles. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) MAV (V)   

 
12:45 am South Park - Chinpoko Mon - The rock band Korn visits South Park during Halloween to 

solve the mystery of the pirate ghosts that are terrifying the town. (From the US) 
(Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG CC  

 
1:15 am Movie: Crossfire - A classic modern Western. A grizzled Parisian cop, Commander 

Drieu, is sent to an outpost town in the south of France to dismantle a gang of killers. To 
add to his woes, he inherits a team of unmotivated and dishevelled detectives at a soon-
to-be abandoned police station. Directed by Claude-Michel Rome and stars Richard 
Berry, Pascal Elbé and Zabou Breitman. (From France, in French) (Mystery/Crime) 
(2008) (Rpt) M (D,L,V)   

 
3:00 am RT News In English From Moscow - RT from Moscow delivers the latest news and 

current affairs from around the world including special reports and entertainment news.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in 

Kyiv, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Ninja Warrior - Witness as the toughest competitors from around the world attempt to 

prevail over the most diabolical Japanese obstacle course ever created and strive for true 
ninja greatness. (From Japan, in English and Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   
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4:30 pm Iron Chef -  Matsutake Mushrooms - Chefs from all over the world come to Kitchen 

Stadium to do culinary battle with one of Chairman Kaga's "Iron Chefs." The ingredients 
are unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. Iron Chef pushes the boundaries 
of taste. (From Japan, English narration) (Rpt) G CC WS   

 
5:20 pm Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit 

their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople 
every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool 
prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
6:15 pm 30 Rock - The Fabian Strategy - As season five of TGS begins, Liz and Carol are forced 

to confront their relationship, Jack and Avery battle over home decorating, Jenna 
becomes a TGS producer, and Tracy struggles with life at 30 Rock without Kenneth. 
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:40 pm American Ninja Warrior – Miami Qualifying - This action-packed series follows 

competitors as they tackle the world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and 
finals rounds in Los Angeles, Baltimore, Denver and Miami, with the national finals round 
in Las Vegas, on a four-stage course modelled after the famed Mt. Midoriyama. Hosted 
by Matt Iseman, former NFL player Akbar Gbaja Biamila, and co-host Jenn Brown. (From 
the US) (Entertainment Series) G **New Episode**  

 
7:30 pm The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm Parks And Recreation - Campaign Ad - Leslie tries to keep Ben from making a 

negative campaign ad against a popular new candidate, Andy takes a visit to the doctor, 
and Ron becomes uncomfortable when Chris suddenly starts trying to hang out with him. 
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG    

 
8:30 pm What Happens In Kavos - In tonight's season finale, meet the Kavos virgins who sample 

everything the hedonistic party town has to offer: from nipple piercings and tattoos to 
super-strength cocktails and sex games on the beach. For most of the holiday makers in 
Kavos this is their first holiday without their parents. The episode follows a group of girls 
determined to make their first parent-free holiday X-rated. There's also the 19-year-old 
virgin hoping the girls of Kavos will lend him a helping hand; and the posh boys from 
Cheltenham whose first holiday away from boarding school lands them in a spot of 
bother. (Part 3 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) MA(S)   

 
9:25 pm Utopia - With the revelation that her father is alive, Milner and Jessica set off together to 

find him. But Arby has taken Grant and Anton to a place from his past, a remote 
mountainside where he came as a child. Janus makes the flu vaccine ineffective on 95% 
of people, meaning millions will die of the flu when it is released. (Part 5 of 6) (From the 
UK) (Drama Series) MA(V) **Double Episode Final**    
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10:25 pm Utopia - The gang have holed up in a disused hospital wing, where Arby is recovering 

from his wounds. Despite Lee’s best efforts to kill him, he is protected by both Jessica 
and his father.  The gang now face a race against time to work out who is going to 
release the flu, and stop them in order to prevent global disaster. (Part 6 of 6) (From the 
UK) (Drama Series) MA(V) **Double Episode Final**    

 
11:25 pm Attack On Titan - First Battle: The Struggle For Trost (Part 1) - As Eren attacks the 

Colossus Titan, it destroys the wall's cannons, revealing its intelligence. As Eren 
prepares to attack its vital point, it vanishes in the steam. The Army scrambles to 
evacuate the people of Trost and set up defences before the Titans enter the city. Eren 
calms Armin and Jean who both start having nervous breakdowns due to the 
approaching Titans. Mikasa and Eren are assigned by the Army to different squads with 
Mikasa's squad assigned to help the evacuation while Eren and Armin's squad are to 
provide backup at the front lines. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Animation) (class tba) 
**New Double Episode**    

 
11:55 pm Attack On Titan - The World The Girl Saw: The Struggle For Trost (Part 2) - Armin 

awakens to find himself surrounded by Connie, Ymir, and Krista's squad. When Armin 
breaks down into tears after Connie asks what happened to his squad, Ymir correctly 
deduces that they have all died. As Armin heads back to the rear guard, he blames 
himself for being weak in not saving Eren. Meanwhile, a greedy merchant tries to force 
his cargo into the city's exit gate and refuses to allow the refugees to go first. (From 
Japan, in Japanese) (Animation) (class tba) **New Double Episode**      

 
12:20 am The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
12:50 am Tim And Eric's Awesome Show, Great Job! - Brownies - A fast paced, absurd 

collection of short films, parodies, animations, pranks and musical numbers, featuring the 
talents of a host of comedians, celebrities, bad actors and pets. (From the US) (Comedy 
Sketch Series) (Rpt) MA(S)   

 
1:05 am South Park - Starvin' Marvin In Space - The government tries to hunt down Starvin' 

Marvin after he steals an alien spaceship. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) 
(Rpt) M(A) CC   

 
1:30 am Movie: A Matter Of Principle - Castilla is a modest employee who is nearing retirement, 

and believes in his own unwavering ethics. When his young new boss, Silva, discovers 
Castilla has a copy of a magazine that would complete his collection, he tries to make 
him an offer he can’t refuse. Castilla rejects the offer to teach him a lesson, showing him 
not everything in life has a price. However as Silva’s offers get more outlandish, it causes 
a conflict between Castilla and his family, and challenges what both Castilla and Silva 
believe. (From Spain, in Spanish) (Movie) (Drama) (2011) M(L) **Premiere**    

 
3:35 am France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs 

television from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in 

Kyiv, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
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EASTERN STATES SCHEDULE (NSW, ACT, VIC & TAS) 
 
3:05 pm Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Ninja Warrior - Witness as the toughest competitors from around the world attempt to 

prevail over the most diabolical Japanese obstacle course ever created and strive for true 
ninja greatness. (From Japan, in English and Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

  
4:30 pm Iron Chef – Crayfish - Chefs from all over the world come to Kitchen Stadium to do 

culinary battle with one of Chairman Kaga's "Iron Chefs." The ingredients are 
unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. Iron Chef pushes the boundaries of 
taste. (From Japan, English narration) (Rpt) G CC WS   

 
5:25 pm Urban Freestyler – Rene Mathussek - Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban 

landscape watch some of the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. 
(From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G   

 
5:30 pm Netball Test Match: New Zealand V Australia - The Australian Diamonds host the New 

Zealand Silver Ferns and England for the 2014 International Test Series. SBS 2 will 
broadcast all six matches in the series LIVE as they take place across Australia and New 
Zealand. Tonight New Zealand take on Australia at The Trusts Arena, Auckland. In what 
is expected to be a hard-fought series, the Diamonds and Silver Ferns will renew their 
trans-Tasman battle for the first time since the Diamonds’ gold medal triumph over their 
arch rivals in the recent Glasgow Commonwealth Games final. England will be hot on 
their heels, having proven at the Commonwealth Games they are ready to challenge the 
top of the world rankings. (Netball) **Live**    
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
 
3:05 pm Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Vs. Arashi- Team Fujuoka - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese 

pop idols Arashi pit their wits, strength and courage against a different team of 
entertainers or sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete 
for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G 

  
5:00 pm Netball Test Match: New Zealand V Australia - The Australian Diamonds host the New 

Zealand Silver Ferns and England for the 2014 International Test Series. SBS 2 will 
broadcast all six matches in the series LIVE as they take place across Australia and New 
Zealand. Tonight New Zealand take on Australia at The Trusts Arena, Auckland. In what 
is expected to be a hard-fought series, the Diamonds and Silver Ferns will renew their 
trans-Tasman battle for the first time since the Diamonds’ gold medal triumph over their 
arch rivals in the recent Glasgow Commonwealth Games final. England will be hot on 
their heels, having proven at the Commonwealth Games they are ready to challenge the 
top of the world rankings. (Netball) **Live**    

 
7:00 pm Ninja Warrior - Witness as the toughest competitors from around the world attempt to 

prevail over the most diabolical Japanese obstacle course ever created and strive for true 
ninja greatness. (From Japan, in English and Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   
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QUEENSLAND 
 
3:05 pm Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Ninja Warrior - Witness as the toughest competitors from around the world attempt to 

prevail over the most diabolical Japanese obstacle course ever created and strive for true 
ninja greatness. (From Japan, in English and Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

  
4:30 pm Netball Test Match: New Zealand V Australia - The Australian Diamonds host the New 

Zealand Silver Ferns and England for the 2014 International Test Series. SBS 2 will 
broadcast all six matches in the series LIVE as they take place across Australia and New 
Zealand. Tonight New Zealand take on Australia at The Trusts Arena, Auckland. In what 
is expected to be a hard-fought series, the Diamonds and Silver Ferns will renew their 
trans-Tasman battle for the first time since the Diamonds’ gold medal triumph over their 
arch rivals in the recent Glasgow Commonwealth Games final. England will be hot on 
their heels, having proven at the Commonwealth Games they are ready to challenge the 
top of the world rankings. (Netball) **Live**    

 
6:30 pm Urban Freestyler - Rene Mathussek Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban 

landscape watch some of the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. 
(From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G   

 
6:35 pm Vs. Arashi- Team Fujuoka - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese 

pop idols Arashi pit their wits, strength and courage against a different team of 
entertainers or sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete 
for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G 
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NORTHERN TERRITORY 
 
3:05 pm Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm Netball Test Match: New Zealand V Australia - The Australian Diamonds host the New 

Zealand Silver Ferns and England for the 2014 International Test Series. SBS 2 will 
broadcast all six matches in the series LIVE as they take place across Australia and New 
Zealand. Tonight New Zealand take on Australia at The Trusts Arena, Auckland. In what 
is expected to be a hard-fought series, the Diamonds and Silver Ferns will renew their 
trans-Tasman battle for the first time since the Diamonds’ gold medal triumph over their 
arch rivals in the recent Glasgow Commonwealth Games final. England will be hot on 
their heels, having proven at the Commonwealth Games they are ready to challenge the 
top of the world rankings. (Netball) **Live**    

 
6:00 pm Urban Freestyler - Rene Mathussek Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban 

landscape watch some of the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. 
(From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G   

 
6:05 pm Vs. Arashi- Team Fujuoka - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese 

pop idols Arashi pit their wits, strength and courage against a different team of 
entertainers or sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete 
for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G 

 
7:00 pm Ninja Warrior - Witness as the toughest competitors from around the world attempt to 

prevail over the most diabolical Japanese obstacle course ever created and strive for true 
ninja greatness. (From Japan, in English and Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
 
2:30 pm Netball Test Match: New Zealand V Australia - The Australian Diamonds host the New 

Zealand Silver Ferns and England for the 2014 International Test Series. SBS 2 will 
broadcast all six matches in the series LIVE as they take place across Australia and New 
Zealand. Tonight New Zealand take on Australia at The Trusts Arena, Auckland. In what 
is expected to be a hard-fought series, the Diamonds and Silver Ferns will renew their 
trans-Tasman battle for the first time since the Diamonds’ gold medal triumph over their 
arch rivals in the recent Glasgow Commonwealth Games final. England will be hot on 
their heels, having proven at the Commonwealth Games they are ready to challenge the 
top of the world rankings. (Netball) **Live**    

 
4:30 pm Iron Chef - Crayfish Chefs from all over the world come to Kitchen Stadium to do 

culinary battle with one of Chairman Kaga's "Iron Chefs." The ingredients are 
unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. Iron Chef pushes the boundaries of 
taste. (From Japan, English narration) (Rpt) G CC WS   

 
5:25 pm Urban Freestyler - Rene Mathussek Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban 

landscape watch some of the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. 
(From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G   

 
5:35 pm 30 Rock - When It Rains, It Pours - Liz finds out that a guy in editing is spreading 

rumours about her, Jack begins recording advice videos for his unborn son, Tracy takes 
steps to make sure he's there for his daughter's birth, and Kenneth tries to prove he has a 
purpose. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG 

 
6:05 pm Vs. Arashi- Team Fujuoka - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese 

pop idols Arashi pit their wits, strength and courage against a different team of 
entertainers or sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete 
for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G 

 
7:00 pm Ninja Warrior - Witness as the toughest competitors from around the world attempt to 

prevail over the most diabolical Japanese obstacle course ever created and strive for true 
ninja greatness. (From Japan, in English and Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   
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7:30 pm The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm Community - Contemporary Impressionists - The study group must work as celebrity 

impersonators at a bar mitzvah to pay off Abed’s debt to a talent agency owner (guest 
star French Stewart), while Troy struggles with how to deal with his best friend’s loose 
grasp of reality. Meanwhile, Jeff battles his growing ego after being prescribed anti-
anxiety medication. (From the US) (Comedy Series) PG **New Episode**   

 
8:30 pm Movie Mayhem with Marc Fennell: Cabin Fever - Host of The Feed and popular film 

critic Marc Fennell presents the best in cult, action, thriller and horror movies from around 
the world every Wednesday night in October in the lead up to Halloween. A group of five 
college graduates rent a cabin in the woods and begin to fall victim to a horrifying flesh-
eating virus, which attracts the unwanted attention of the homicidal locals. (From the US) 
(Movie) (Horror) (2002) (Rpt) MA(H,L,V)    

 
10:15 pm Movie Mayhem with Marc Fennell: The Texas Chain Saw Massacre - Host of The 

Feed and popular film critic Marc Fennell presents the best in cult, thriller and horror 
movies from around the world every Wednesday in October in the lead up to Halloween. 
Five friends visiting their grandfather's house in the country are hunted and terrorized by 
a chain-saw wielding killer and his family of grave-robbing cannibals. (From the US) 
(Movie) (Horror) (1974) (Rpt) MA(H,V)    

 
11:50 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
12:15 am Robot Chicken - Adoption's An Option - From creators Seth Green and Matthew 

Senreich, Robot Chicken is stop motion animation with a demented twist. Robot Chicken 
is ready to sell out! The Fantanas unexpectedly interrupt a Mideast treaty signing 
ceremony. ET arrives home to find out his stranding on Earth was not accidental. (From 
the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA(S,A)   

 
12:30 am South Park - Korn's Groovy Pirate Ghost Mystery - The rock band Korn visits South 

Park during Halloween to solve the mystery of the pirate ghosts that are terrifying the 
town. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(S,A) CC  

 
1:00 am Movie: Visible Secret - Both a creepy Chinese ghost story and a delicate and charming 

love story. When a loan shark is pushed onto a tram-track and killed, his spirit begins to 
take revenge on the people he sees as being responsible for his demise. Directed by Ann 
Hui and stars Eason Chan and Shu Qi. (From Hong Kong, in Cantonese, English 
subtitles) (Cult) 2001 (Rpt) MA (A,H) WS   

 
2:50 am DW News In English From Berlin - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Ninja Warrior - Witness as the toughest competitors from around the world attempt to 

prevail over the most diabolical Japanese obstacle course ever created and strive for true 
ninja greatness. (From Japan, in English and Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   
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4:30 pm Iron Chef – Sea Cucumber - Chefs from all over the world come to Kitchen Stadium to 
do culinary battle with one of Chairman Kaga's "Iron Chefs." The ingredients are 
unconventional; the preparations are sheer genius. Iron Chef pushes the boundaries of 
taste. (From Japan, English narration) (Rpt) G CC WS   

 
5:20 pm Vs. Arashi – Team All Japan Female Volleyball - In this highly physical game and 

variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit their wits, strength and courage against a 
different team of entertainers or sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the 
teams compete for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) 
(Entertainment Series) G   

 
6:15 pm 30 Rock - Let's Stay Together - Jack tries to embrace diversity to satisfy a 

grandstanding congresswoman who could potentially block the NBC/KableTown deal, 
and Jenna tries to help Kenneth get his page job back. (From the US) (Comedy Series) 
(Rpt) PG   

 
6:40 pm American Ninja Warrior – Denver Qualifying - This action-packed series follows 

competitors as they tackle the world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and 
finals rounds in Los Angeles, Baltimore, Denver and Miami, with the national finals round 
in Las Vegas, on a four-stage course modelled after the famed Mt. Midoriyama. Hosted 
by Matt Iseman, former NFL player Akbar Gbaja Biamila, and co-host Jenn Brown. (From 
the US) (Entertainment Series) G **New Episode**  

 
7:30 pm The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm Benidorm Bastards - They’re up to their old tricks again! Seven senior citizens (played 

by actors) head out into the streets with only one thought in mind - to pull pranks on 
young people. This is a hidden camera show with a difference; the skits are absurd and 
hilarious - and the unsuspecting victims haven't got a clue what hit them. (From Belgium, 
in Dutch) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
8:30 pm South Park - Express from the US, the 18th season of the Emmy and Peabody Award-

winning series continues on SBS, following the misadventures of four foul-mouthed, 
trouble-making young boys in a small town nestled in the Colorado Rockies. (From the 
US) (Animated Comedy Series) (class tba) **Encore**  

 
8:55 pm Drunk History - Hollywood - Orson Welles's "Citizen Kane" incurs the wrath of William 

Randolph Hearst, animator Ub Iwerks creates Mickey Mouse, and the Reagans transition 
from acting to politics. Guest starring Jack Black, Tony Hale, Nick Kroll and John Lithgow. 
(From the US) (Comedy Series) M(A,L) **New Episode**    
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9:25 pm Stacey Dooley Investigates - Booze, Bar Crawls And Bulgaria - In brand new 
episodes, journalist Stacey Dooley continues to travel the globe, investigating the current 
affairs issues affecting young people around the world. In tonight’s premiere episode, 
Stacey Dooley travels to Bulgaria's Sunny Beach, which is fast becoming the favourite 
party destination for young Brits. Stacey uncovers the consequences of the lowest-priced 
alcohol in Europe and a "no rules" party scene. She sees what the young Bulgarians 
working in the resort really think of the British drinking culture and investigates the 
tourists' easy access to illegal drugs and questions what the authorities are doing about 
it. Then Stacey visits a part of Sunny Beach that many of the tourists don’t get to see and 
spends time with members of the Roma Gypsy community who are blamed for much of 
the crime. (Part 1 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) M(S,A,L,D) **Series Return**   

 
10:30 pm South Park - Towelie - Secret agents confiscate Stan's video games to blackmail the 

boys into returning Towelie, the genetically modified reefer smoking towel to them. The 
boys are outraged and will stop at nothing to find their computer game. The secret agents 
want the boys to return the towel which has escaped from the laboratories as they fear it 
will take over the world (From the US, in English) M (A) (Rpt) CC   

 
10:55 pm Big Boys Gone Bananas! - Dole Food Company wages a campaign to prevent a pair of 

Swedish filmmakers from showing their documentary about a lawsuit against the 
company. (From Sweden, in English & Swedish) (Documentary) (class tba) **Premiere**     

 
12:00 am The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
12:30 am Aqua Teen Hunger Force - The misadventures of a milkshake, an order of fries, a 

meatball, and their retired next door neighbour in the suburbs of New Jersey. (From the 
US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(S,V)   

 
12:45 am South Park - Hooked On Monkey Fonics - The kids from South Park Elementary enter 

a spelling bee, and lose to the only two kids in town that are home-schooled: Mark and 
Rebecca. After the exposure to other children, Mark asks to go to public school, where he 
is berated by his classmates because of his social ineptitude. Meanwhile, Kyle instructs 
Rebecca on the ways of love and Cartman decides to try home-schooling for himself. 
(From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A) CC   

 
1:15 am Movie: The Women On The 6th Floor - In Paris, 1962, wealthy stockbroker Jean-Louis 

lives a staid and bourgeois existence with his perfectly-presented socialite wife. But when 
the family's maid abandons them, into the residence comes Maria, who is young, 
hardworking and - quelle horreur! - Spanish. Forming a friendship with the other maids on 
the 6th floor, Maria soon sweeps the conservative Jean-Louis up into their wild and fun-
loving world. (From France, in French & Spanish) (Movie) (Comedy) (2010) (class tba) 
**Premiere**   

 
3:10 am NHK World News In English From Tokyo - News and information on Japan's politics, 

business, culture, entertainment and more.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am DW Global 3000 - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Ninja Warrior - Witness as the toughest competitors from around the world attempt to 

prevail over the most diabolical Japanese obstacle course ever created and strive for true 
ninja greatness. (From Japan, in English and Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
4:30 pm Iron Chef – Rice - Chefs from all over the world come to Kitchen Stadium to do culinary 

battle with one of Chairman Kaga's "Iron Chefs." The ingredients are unconventional; the 
preparations are sheer genius. Iron Chef pushes the boundaries of taste. (From Japan, 
English narration) (Rpt) G CC WS   
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5:15 pm Vs. Arashi – Team Northern-East Japan - In this highly physical game and variety 
show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit their wits, strength and courage against a different 
team of entertainers or sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the teams 
compete for points and very cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
6:10 pm 30 Rock - Live Show - Liz is upset because nobody remembers her 40th birthday, Jack 

tries to give up drinking to support his pregnant girlfriend, and Tracy threatens to break 
character during TGS. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:35 pm Mythbusters - Indy Car Special - In this special 'Indy Car' episode, the whole team 

heads to Indianapolis to put some classic motoring myths to the test. First,  Adam and 
Jamie find out if a man can actually beat an Indy car in a 10-metre sprint from a standing 
start. Next, they test if the suction produced by a fast-moving race car is enough to rip 
loose a manhole cover. Meanwhile, Kari, Tory and Grant go the extra mile to determine if 
drivers really can lose five whole kilograms in bodyweight from one frenetic three-hour 
race. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
7:30 pm Friday Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss 

the latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local 
and international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm Knife Fight - Shuman Vs Abell - Actress Erika Christensen judges as chefs and friends 

Neil Shuman and Tim Abell battle for culinary dominance with manila clams and 
Berkshire pork loin. Amy Scattergood also serves as guest judge. (From the US) 
(Entertainment) PG **New Episode**   

 
8:30 pm Ali G: Remixed - Ali G:Remixed features star creator and writer Sacha Baron Cohen 

giving new original introductions to every episode of BAFTA Award winning series Da Ali 
G Show, as well as The Best of Ali G. Ali G is a white English suburbanite fully immersed 
in hip hop and Jamaican culture and enrages his politically active and powerful guests 
with stupid questions. The other characters featured in the series are the Kazakhstani TV 
reporter Borat, who cheerfully expresses his love of porn, his hatred for the Jews and his 
general indifference to the death of his wife, and the superficial Austrian fashion expert 
Brüno, who often talks up heartless fashionistas and makes macho men uncomfortable 
with his blatant homosexuality. (From the UK) (Comedy) M(S,L) **New Episode**    

 
8:55 pm Nathan For You - Nathan stages a viral video to put a petting zoo on the map and sets 

up a "Santa in the Summer" photo shoot at a mall. (From the US) (Comedy Series) 
M(S,L) **New Episode**      
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9:20 pm Confessions Of A Male Stripper - Male stripping is booming in the UK. Every weekend 
in most major cities, women are paying to see men get naked. The Dreamboys is the 
biggest male stripping agency of them all and ex-stripper David Richards is in charge. He 
claims to know what women want, and is prepared to do whatever it takes to give it to 
them. David is on the search for some 'fresh meat' to join his London troupe and meets 
the men that come forward to auditions. Who are they, why are they doing it and what 
impact is it having on their life? Like never before, this First Cut film lifts the lid on this 
exotic world of sex, fantasy and temptation and shines a light on the private lives of the 
men whose job it is to bare all. (From the UK) (Documentary) M(S,N,L) **Premiere**    

 
10:20 pm Unhung Hero - Patrick Moote, whose girlfriend rejected his marriage proposal on the 

jumbotron at a UCLA basketball game due to his small penis size, sets out to expose this 
extremely personal chapter of his life, confronting ex-girlfriends, doctors, anthropologists 
and even adult film stars. From witch doctors in Papua New Guinea to sex museums in 
Korea, Patrick has a lot of turf to cover in this globetrotting adventure, which finally 
answers the age old question: does size matter? (From the US, in English & Korean) 
(Documentary) MA(S,N) **Premiere**      

 
11:50 pm Friday Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss 

the latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local 
and international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
12:20 am Him And Her - The Ring - Him & Her, the program which reveals the hilarious and often 

shocking truth of what really goes on behind the bedroom doors of today’s 20-
somethings, is back with a brand-new season. Becky's got a hangover and Steve hides a 
special surprise from her. (From the UK) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(S,L)   

 
12:50 am SBS PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest 

news and interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. 
(An SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG   

 
2:50 am NHK World News In English From Tokyo - News and information on Japan's politics, 

business, culture, entertainment and more.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Hungarian News - News via satellite from Duna TV (DTV) Budapest, in Hungarian, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Hyundai A-League: Adel V Melb Live - Round 2: Adelaide United V Melbourne 

Victory - The Hyundai A-League, Australia’s premier football competition, continues on 
SBS ONE, when Melbourne Victory take on Adelaide United live from Adelaide Oval. 
With key international players and local stars, the 10th season of the Hyundai A-league is 
set to deliver the best season yet. SBS’s live Friday night match coverage will be hosted 
by David Zdrilic, with live match commentary by David Basheer and Lucy Zelic pitch side 
with onsite interviews and match reports. (Football) (Replay) CC   

 
3:00 pm Roc D'azur 2014 Highlights - Highlights from the 31st edition of the Roc d'Azur cycling 

marathon, which will be held near the town of Fréjus, on the French Côte d'Azur. 
(Cycling)    

 
3:30 pm Paris-Tours 2014 Highlights – Highlights from the Paris-Tours cycling event in France. 

(Cycling)    
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4:00 pm Dexpedition - French Riviera - From mosh pit parties in Nice to billionaire white parties 
in Monte Carlo, the Riviera is the buffet table of life. In this Die Hard adventure, 
Australians explain how to have threesomes while art gallery directors prove why Dex is 
poor. Join  Fab as he jet skis his way to freedom while Dex gets beat down by some girl’s 
boyfriend for obvious reasons. (From Norway, in English) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
4:30 pm Bare-Faced Cheek - High Corsica / Sardinia - Nans and Mouts, two intrepid 

adventurers, face and unlikely challenge: to cross the country in order to reach their 
destination in the heart of one of France's most picturesque regions. The complication? 
They start the journey naked and will depend on the hospitality and generosity of those 
they meet along the way. This episode they travel across the breathtakingly beautiful 
French island Corsica and Italy's island gem, Sardinia. (From France, in French and 
English) (Travel/Documentary) (Rpt) PG   

 
5:30 pm Urban Freestyler – Domy Bd - Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban landscape 

watch some of the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. (From the UK) 
(Short) (Rpt) G   

 
5:40 pm Brazil's Next Top Model - Gisele Bündchen, Adriana Lima, Alessandra Ambrósio are 

just some of many Brazilian women who have made a huge impact on the fashion world. 
Go back to where it all started with season one, as a group of girls reside in a luxury 
mansion in Sao Paulo while competing for the title of Brazil's Next Top Model. Hosted by 
Fernanda Motta. (From Brazil, in Portuguese) (Entertainment) PG **New Episode**  

 
6:35 pm The Office - Scott's Tots - Michael is forced to face the music after he realizes he can’t 

keep a promise he made to a group of kids 10 years ago. Meanwhile, Jim starts an 
employee of the month program to increase employee morale. (From the US) (Comedy 
Series) (Rpt) PG(S)     

 
7:00 pm The Office - Secret Santa - Michael is outraged when Jim allows Phyllis to be Santa at 

the office Christmas party. Jim and Dwight try to get everyone into the holiday spirit 
despite the uncertainty with Dunder Mifflin. Meanwhile, Oscar has a secret crush. (From 
the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG    

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in 
front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) G 
**New Episode**  

 
8:30 pm The Island With Bear Grylls –48 hours since their last meal and hunger grips the group 

as the harsh reality of island life is dawning. The race is on to bring food back to camp 
before they become too weak to hunt. The men take greater risks in the pursuit of vital 
calories, desperate to seek new ways to chase, trap and outsmart the island's elusive 
wildlife. And they come face to face with one of the island's most fearsome predators - 
the caiman crocodile. (From the UK) (Documentary) M(S,A,L,W) CC (Encore)   
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9:25 pm Alarm for Cobra 11 - The Cartel - In order to eliminate "the Afghan", legendary boss of a 
drug cartel, Ben and Semir infiltrate the internationally operating gang to investigate 
undercover. This operation is already dangerous enough, but things become too hot to 
handle when the mysterious gangster moll Carmen starts to hit on Ben. (From Germany, 
in German) (Drama Series) (class tba) **New Episode**   

 
10:20 pm Movie: Miss Bala - Laura is a young woman whose only dream is to become a beauty 

queen. When she enters the Miss Baja California competition, she meets drug-trafficker 
Lino and is pulled into the criminal underworld after witnessing a series of horrific 
murders. Soon the beautiful Laura is an unwilling participant in the rampant drug world of 
Mexico. Based on a true story, this acclaimed film produced by actors Gael García Bernal 
and Diego Luna premiered at the Cannes Film Festival 2011. (From Mexico, in Spanish) 
(Movie) (Drama) MA(L) **Premiere**   

 
12:20 am Shorts On Screen - Rhino Full Throttle: Bruno is making his way through the city 

searching for its soul. Driven by his curiosity, a challenging imagination and his wild 
reflection on reality he is lifting the old dusty curtain on the city's crusted perception. 
(Germany) Feral: A wild boy is found in the woods by a solitary hunter and brought back 
to civilization. Alienated by a strange new environment, the boy tries to adapt by using the 
same strategies that kept him safe in the forest. (USA) Women's Letters: On the battle 
fields of the First World War, the nurse Simon patches up the shattered faces of the 
infantrymen with love letters. These words from beloved women have the power to heal 
the wounds of these paper soldiers. (France) (Short Film)     

 
1:10 am Carrier - Super Secrets - The USS Nimitz's location and itinerary are classified. Many 

aspects of life on a nuclear aircraft carrier are hush-hush. Dating and sex aboard ship are 
strictly forbidden, but with 5,000 people on board, it's a case of 'don't ask, don't tell'. 
When the Nimitz pulls into Hong Kong for a four-day port call, a scandal dramatically 
alters the lives of two sailors. As the ship departs, the crew learns their itinerary has 
changed, but they can’t share this information with their families back home...because it's 
a secret. (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M (L)   

 
2:10 am Movie: Happy Happy - Kaja lives a happy, content life in Norway. An eternal optimist, 

she is oblivious to her husband’s secret homosexuality despite ignoring her needs in the 
bedroom. Her happy world is shaken up when a seemingly perfect couple move in next 
door, but she soon discovers nothing is as good as it seems. (From Norway. in 
Norwegian) (Rpt) M(S,N)   

 
3:50 am CCTV News in English from Beijing - The English language news channel from China 

Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.    


